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Abstract. The measurement of the capture cross-section of fissile elements, of utmost importance for the design of innovative
nuclear reactors and the management of nuclear waste, faces particular difficulties related to the γ-ray background generated
in the competing fission reactions. At the CERN neutron time-of-flight facility n TOF we have combined the Total Absorption
Calorimeter (TAC) capture detector with a set of three 235U loaded MicroMegas (MGAS) fission detectors for measuring
simultaneously two reactions: capture and fission. The results presented here include the determination of the three detection
efficiencies involved in the process: εTAC(n, f), εTAC(n, γ) and εMGAS(n, f). In the test measurement we have succeeded in
measuring simultaneously with a high total efficiency the 235U capture and fission cross-sections, disentangling accurately the
two types of reactions. The work presented here proves that accurate capture cross-section measurements of fissile isotopes are
feasible at n TOF.

a e-mail: carlos.guerrero@cern.ch
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1 Introduction

The measurement of accurate neutron-induced capture
and fission cross-sections is essential for the design of in-
novative nuclear systems such as ADS and Gen-IV reac-
tors [1,2]. Out of all the neutron-induced cross-sections
that play a role in nuclear technology applications, those
for which improvement is considered of utmost importance
are included in the High Priority Request List [3] of the In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency IAEA. This list is con-
tinuously updated by the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA).
Half of the capture cross-section measurements included
in this list (natHf, 233,235,238U, 239,241,242Pu, 241Am) are of
fissile isotopes, and these are very difficult to measure be-
cause in such cases the γ-rays generated in fission reactions
may constitute a very large background when measuring
γ-rays emitted in neutron capture reactions.

The measurement of neutron-induced cross-sections of
actinides is one of the scientific goals of the n TOF Col-
laboration. Thanks to the unique characteristics of the
n TOF facility [4] at CERN, valuable capture and fission
cross-section data have been measured since 2002. Figure 1
shows the neutron capture measurements of actinides
performed at n TOF-Ph1 (233,234U, 237Np, 240Pu and
243Am [5]) and those intended for n TOF-Ph2 (236,238U
and 241Am [6]), some of which are being or have been
measured since 2010. Among all those already measured,
only 233U is fissile; meaning that below the characteris-
tic fission threshold the fission cross-section is very small
and does not compete with the neutron capture or scat-
tering reactions. The results from capture measurements
of non-fissile isotopes at n TOF have reached an accuracy
better than 4%. However, in the case of 233U and due to
the background from fission reactions the accuracy was
limited to only 10% [7]. Such an accuracy is remarkable
with respect to previous measurements, but still not suf-
ficient for some actinides taking into account the nuclear
data requirements in the field of nuclear technologies.

Measured at n_TOF-Ph 1

Intended for n_TOF-Ph 2
(not fissile)

Intended for n_TOF-Ph 2
(fissile )

245 Cm

235 U 236 U 237 U

237 Np 238 Np 239 Np236 Np

240 Pu 241 Pu 242 Pu239 Pu

241 Am 242 Am 243 Am240 Am

243 Cm 244 Cm242 C m

238 U

233 Th 234 Th232 Th

233 U 234 U

Fig. 1. Minor actinide part of the table of isotopes. Details
on the isotopes measured already at n TOF-Ph1 and those
intended in the present n TOF-Ph2, differentiating between
fissile and non-fissile isotopes.

In consideration of the importance of measuring the
capture cross-section of fissile isotopes with high accuracy
we have designed, built and tested a new set-up that would

allow us to achieve such goal. The new set-up consists
of the combination of the Total Absorption Calorimeter
(TAC) [8] with a MicroMegas (MGAS) [9] fission detector.
This new set-up has been used to measure simultaneously
the capture and fission cross-sections of 235U using a stack
of three thin 235U samples (see [10] for a set-up at LANL
tested for a similar purpose).

2 Experimental set-up

At the n TOF neutron time-of-flight (TOF) facility neu-
trons are generated in spallation reactions by a pulsed
proton beam of 7·1012 protons per pulse with 20GeV/c
momentum impinging on a cylindrical lead block (60 cm in
diameter and 40 cm in length) surrounded by water (1 cm).
Neutrons are moderated by adding a 4 cm thick borated
water (mixed with 1.28% of boric acid, 96% enriched in
10B) layer. The neutron beam reaching the measuring sta-
tion at 185m ranges from relativistic (TOF = 617 ns) to
subthermal (TOF > 84ms) neutron energies. The mea-
surement of the neutron-induced reactions, in this case
for both the capture and fission reactions on 235U, as a
function of their TOF allows one to determine the asso-
ciated cross-sections as a function of neutron energy. At
n TOF, the TOF is always measured with respect to the
Current Monitor (PKUP) placed in the proton beam line
just upstream for the spallation target.

The measurement combines two detectors that have
been used independently in previous n TOF campaigns:
the Total Absorption Calorimeter (TAC) [8] and three Mi-
croMegas (MGAS) detectors [9].

Fig. 2. Picture of one hemisphere of the 4π Total Absorption
Calorimeter (TAC) and the long gas chamber inserted along its
axis. The picture includes labels indicating the direction of the
neutron beam, the position of the three MGAS detectors, the
individual crystals, and the connexions for cables. The spheri-
cal neutron absorber (see ref. [8]) was used but it is not shown
in this picture.
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Fig. 3. Sketch of one MicroMegas (MGAS) detector loaded
with a 235U sample (not to scale).

The TAC is a segmented 4π detector made of 40BaF2

crystals of 15 cm in thickness (see fig. 2). The detector was
specifically designed and built for fully detecting with high
efficiency the γ-ray cascades following neutron capture re-
actions, with typical total energies of 5–10MeV and mul-
tiplicities that may range up to 6 or 8, depending on the
investigated nucleus. The signals from the 40BaF2 crys-
tals are directly connected to 8 bit flash-ADC digitizers
(with 8MB memory per channel) sampling at 250MHz,
which allow recording 32ms long data buffers that cover
the neutron energy range from relativistic energies down
to 0.3 eV.

The MGAS, based on the microbulk principle, is a very
particular gas detector with an active volume divided in
two regions by a thin micromesh (see fig. 3). The ioniza-
tion produced by the fission fragments from 235U takes
place in the first region (4mm, ∼ 1 kV/cm) and the elec-
trons produced are multiplied by producing an avalanche
in the second region (50μm, ∼ 50 kV/cm), thus ampli-
fying the corresponding signal. This low-noise detector is
very transparent to neutrons and γ-rays, thus minimiz-
ing the background associated to neutron reactions in the
structural materials and the absorption of the γ-rays emit-
ted in the neutron-induced reactions. The MGAS signals
are first preamplified and then connected to similar digi-
tizers, in this case with a sampling rate of 100MHz (be-
cause the signals are slower than those of BaF2) and thus
allowing the record of 80ms long data buffers that cover
the neutron energy range down to 20meV.

A picture of the set-up combining both detectors is
shown in fig. 2. The MGAS detectors were mounted in the
center of the TAC, at 3mm distance between each other
and inside a sealed beam tube filled with gas: He+2%
isobutane at atmospheric pressure. Each MGAS detector,
with an active area of 3.5 cm in diameter, was loaded with
a 235U sample of 2 cm in diameter and 1.02(1)mg in mass,
thus with a surface density of 324(3)μg/cm2. The uranium
sample, with an isotopic purity of 99.94%, where prepared
by evaporation onto a mylar foil in the Institute for Ref-
erence Materials and Measurements [11].

3 Detector response and analysis in
coincidence

3.1 Detector signals from TAC and MGAS

The γ-ray signals from the BaF2 crystals of the TAC are
characterized by a very fast (0.7 ns) and a slow (630 ns)
scintillation component (see top panel in fig. 4), carrying
each approximately 15% and 85% of the total light output,
respectively. The combination of the very fast scintillation
component and the sampling rate of 250MHz provide a
time resolution better than 4 ns. However, due to the un-
certainty in the time calibration of the digitizer’s internal
clocks the overall time resolution of the TAC when all
modules are analyzed in coincidence decreases down to
10 ns.

The characteristics of the MGAS signals are deter-
mined by the geometry of the detector as well as by the
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Fig. 4. Typical signals from the TAC (top panel) and MGAS
(bottom panel) detectors. See text for a detailed discussion on
the differences between the two MGAS signals.
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Fig. 5. Pulse height distribution of one of the MGAS detectors.
The dashed vertical line corresponds to the threshold applied
to distinguish between signals associated to α particles and
fission fragments. The sharp edge at channel 248 corresponds
to saturated signals, that is with an amplitude larger than the
range of the 8 bit flash-ADC.

gas and electronics chosen. In this work, helium has been
chosen instead of argon (or Ar+CF4) because of its lower
neutron cross-section that helps to reduce the background
induced in the TAC. The drawback is a slower drift veloc-
ity of the electrons with respect to argon [12].

Two MGAS signals are illustrated in the bottom panel
in fig. 4, showing that the typical rise times are in the
range 50 to 150 ns. It is observed in the figure that signal 1
is broader than signal 2 due to a much slower rise time,
which happens when the fission fragments are emitted at
very low angles with respect to the sample surface and
thus travel up to a few cm through the gas, sometimes
without reaching the mesh. In such cases, most electrons
are produced a fewmm away from the mesh and need
a larger drift time to reach the amplification region of
the detector (at 4mm distance). As a consequence of the
longer drift time, the signals are produced with a slower
rise time and hence result in a worse time resolution.

The signals from each detector are analyzed offline by
dedicated pulse shape analysis routines that return the
amplitude, integral and time of flight of each signal, the
latter determined as in a Constant Fraction Discriminator
(at 30% of the maximum amplitude). An example of the
signal amplitude distribution for one of the MGAS detec-
tors is shown in fig. 5, where the threshold that allows
us to separate fission fragments (high amplitude) from α
particles (low amplitude) is found around 30 flash-ADC
channels.

In the neutron energy region of interest, around a few
eV, the counting rates recorded in the detectors remained
below 0.1 counts/μs (100 kHz) even at the peak of the res-
onances; meaning that problems related to pile-up and
summing were negligible in both TAC and MGAS.

3.2 Analysis in coincidence of TAC and MGAS

Prior to the analysis of signals from the TAC and MGAS
all the internal clocks of all the digitizer modules are syn-
chronized with respect to one module used as a refer-
ence. The individual signals of the BaF2 crystals are then
grouped into TAC events using a coincidence window of
20 ns, resulting in a list of events characterized by the to-
tal energy Esum deposited in the TAC and the number
mcr of crystals hit, referred to as crystal multiplicity. The
time of the first detected γ-rays is also used to extract the
time of flight and, consequently, the neutron energy.

For each signal detected in any of the MGAS de-
tectors, a loop runs over the TAC events selecting
those with a TOFTAC between TOFMGAS − 300 ns and
TOFMGAS + 50ns (the asymmetry of this selection is ex-
plained later in the text). In 60% of the coincidences there
is a single TAC event candidate inside such time interval,
whereas two or three candidates are found in 30% and 7%
of the cases, respectively. When there is more than one
candidate, the fission events are discriminated efficiently
from the background because of their higher multiplicity
and energy (the background candidates have a multiplicity
close to 1 and energies of a few hundred keV). The algo-
rithm identifies the fission event as the one with the largest
multiplicity and the largest energy deposition. In this
way, a coincident event is found in the TAC for 97% of the
MGAS fission events. This value corresponds to the TAC
efficiency for detecting fission events in coincidence with
the MGAS and such events are marked as fission tagged.

The time distribution between fission events in the
MGAS and the TAC is displayed in fig. 6. The distri-
bution shows two well-distinguished regions: a symmet-
ric peak around 0 ns (FWHM∼ 20 ns) containing 80% of
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Fig. 6. Time difference between fission events detected in
the MGAS and the TAC. The coincidence window for the
analysis corresponds to the range TOFMGAS–TOFTAC ∈
[−50 ns, +300 ns].
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Left: Distributions of deposited energy corresponding to fission (red), capture+background (blue),
and background (green) in linear (top) and logarithmic (bottom) scales. Right: Distributions of crystal multiplicity for events
with Esum > 3 MeV corresponding to fission (red) and capture (blue) in linear (top) and logarithmic (bottom) scales. The
capture (blue) events are obtained by subtraction of the Background from the Capture+Background distribution shown in the
left panel.

the events, and a tail at longer times containing all other
events. The cumulative number of events amounts to 80%,
87%, 97% and 99.8% for Δt = 50, 100, 200 and 300 ns, re-
spectively. The symmetric contribution corresponds to fis-
sion fragments emitted at small angles with respect to di-
rection of the neutron beam, which reach the mesh within
a few ns so that the electrons are collected very rapidly.
On the contrary, the tail is related to fission fragments
emitted at large angles as discussed in the previous sec-
tion. This tail could be minimized by using a geometry
with a thinner drift region and also by adding a few per-
cent of CF4 to the gas mixture, which would increase the
drift velocity of the electrons.

3.3 Response of the TAC to fission and capture
reactions

The response of the TAC to all events in terms of ob-
served deposited energy and multiplicity distributions is
shown in fig. 7. In order to minimize the background,
the spectra in the figure have been constructed with a

condition on neutron energy between 1 and 20 eV (i.e.
3.0 < TOF (ms) < 13.4), a region in which several strong
resonances are present in the capture and fission cross-
section of 235U. The background spectrum shown in the
figure has been obtained by a dedicated measurement
without the 235U samples.

The left panel in fig. 7 shows the deposited energy dis-
tributions of capture, fission and background events. The
plot illustrates significant differences between the TAC re-
sponses to different types of reactions. The spectrum for
capture events is limited to energies below 7MeV and is
dominated by the structure at Sn(236U)∼ 6.6 MeV corre-
sponding to the total absorption of γ-ray cascades from
235U(n,γ) reactions. On the contrary, the fission distri-
bution shows a smooth behavior peaking around 5MeV
and ranging up to 15–20MeV, well above the total ab-
sorption peak of capture. The structures observed in the
background measurement are caused mainly by the ac-
tivity of the crystals (Esum < 4MeV) and by neutron
capture reactions in the BaF2 crystals (see [8] for details).
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The crystal multiplicity distributions for events with
Esum > 3MeV are shown in the right panel in fig. 7. The
capture events are characterized by relatively low multi-
plicities compared to fission events, whose multiplicity dis-
tribution peaks around 7 and ranges up to 20, indicating
that as much as half of the TAC is firing.

The differences in the TAC response to fission and cap-
ture events are a powerful tool to learn about the physics
behind the processes, for instance, by comparing the ex-
perimental results with expectations from models of fission
fragment distributions and electromagnetic decay, includ-
ing information on Photon Strength Functions [13]. Such
differences are also very useful for separating the capture
and fission contribution when analyzing the fission and
capture data, respectively, by imposing conditions on the
deposited energy and crystal multiplicity. This is illus-
trated in fig. 7 where, for instance, all events observed
at Esum > 10MeV or mcr > 10 clearly correspond only
to fission reactions and can therefore be neglected in the
analysis of the capture events.

4 Determination of the detection efficiencies

With two detectors and two different reactions to detect, it
is important to determine with high accuracy the different
efficiencies that play a role in the measurement and their
interrelations. Because capture reactions are only detected
in the TAC, the efficiency εTAC(n, γ) is independent of the
use of the fission tagging technique. On the contrary, when
a fission reaction occurs, there are four possibilities: i) the
event is detected in both detectors, ii) in none of them,
iii) only in the MGAS, and iv) only in the TAC.

In the calculations that follow, it is assumed that the
efficiencies of the TAC and MGAS are equal for reactions
occurring in any of the three MGAS detectors, separated
only 15mm from each other.

4.1 Detection efficiency of the MGAS: εMGAS(n, f)

The efficiency for detecting fission events from the 235U
samples in the MGAS has been determined experimen-
tally. Three reasonable assumptions are made regarding
the high-multiplicity and/or high-energy events in the
TAC: i) they are only due to fission (see fig. 7), ii) the
efficiency of the TAC for detecting them is ∼ 100% (see
the next section and details in ref. [14]), iii) regarding their
detection in the MGAS, these fission events are represen-
tative for all the events seen by the MGAS.

Based on these assumptions, the detection efficiency of
the MGAS is calculated as the ratio of fission tagged to
all TAC events for multiplicities larger than 10. The men-
tioned ratio is shown in fig. 8 for two different conditions in
the variable deposited energy: Esum > 3MeV and Esum >
7MeV. Under the first condition there could be both cap-
ture and fission events while only fission events fulfill the
second condition (see left panel in fig. 7). However, in both
cases the ratio above mcr = 10 is constant and yields the
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Fig. 8. Ratio of TAC events identified as fission versus all the
detected events. The blue and red lines correspond to different
analysis conditions, Esum > 3 MeV and Esum > 7 MeV, re-
spectively. The constant value for mcr > 10 is εMGAS(n, f) =
0.90(2).

same value: εMGAS(n, f) = 0.90(2), where the uncertainty
corresponds to the level of the fluctuation of the two dis-
tributions shown in fig. 8 above multiplicity 10.

4.2 Detection efficiency of the TAC for fission events:
εTAC(n, f)

As mentioned in sect. 3.2, a coincident event in the TAC
is found for 97% of the MGAS fission events, i.e. signals
with amplitudes larger than 20 channels. This value, very
close to 100%, corresponds to the TAC efficiency for de-
tecting fission events εTAC(n, f). However, the analysis of
the TAC is always carried out under certain conditions
on deposited energy and multiplicity in order to reduce
the overall background, therefore the detection efficiency
εTAC(n, f) (i.e. the ratio of TAC coincidence to total
MGAS events) has been determined for different condi-
tions on deposited energy and multiplicity, yielding the
values listed in table 1. The large reduction of εTAC(n, f)
under the conditions mcr < 9 and Esum < 7MeV allows
reducing the background from fission reactions in the anal-
ysis of capture events, which are characterized by lower
multiplicities (see fig. 7).

4.3 Detection efficiency of the TAC for capture
events: εTAC(n, γ)

The detection efficiency εTAC(n, γ) can be calculated
accurately by means of Monte Carlo simulations. We
have demonstrated in a previous work [14] that using a
GEANT4 [15] simulation it is possible to determine with
good accuracy (2–3%) the detection efficiency εTAC(n, γ)
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Table 1. Efficiency (in %) of the TAC for detecting fission
events εTAC(n, f) under different conditions on deposited en-
ergy and crystal multiplicity. The systematic uncertainty is
estimated to be a unit in the last digit.

Energy Crystal multiplicity

(MeV) > 0 > 1 > 2 > 3 1–9 2–9 3–9 4–9

> 0 97 94 90 84 71 68 64 58

> 1 93 93 90 83 67 67 64 57

> 2 88 88 86 82 62 62 60 56

> 3 80 80 79 77 54 54 53 51

0–7 65 62 58 52 58 56 52 45

1–7 61 62 58 51 55 54 51 45

2–7 56 56 54 50 49 49 48 43

3–7 48 48 47 45 41 41 40 38

for any condition on Esum and mcr, provided that the de-
tails on the detector geometry and the information avail-
able on the nuclear levels and transition probabilities of
the compound nucleus formed after neutron capture are
included in the simulation.

In this work we have done the same type of calculation,
which returns the value εTAC(n, γ) = 0.70(2) under the
conditions mcr > 2 and 3 < Esum(MeV) < 7 chosen for
the analysis.

5 Cross-sections and comparison to
evaluations

5.1 Background subtraction

The fission rate measured in the MGAS is free of any back-
ground when the condition in signal amplitude is applied
(see fig. 5). In the TAC, the capture contribution to the
total measured counting rate is estimated by subtracting
the contributions from fission and other backgrounds. Re-
garding the subtraction of the fission contribution to the
TAC, as shown previously the MGAS has an efficiency
for detecting fission reactions of 0.90, and thus the fission
counting rate is scaled up by 0.90−1 before subtracting
it from the TAC events. The remaining background com-
ponent, which changes smoothly with increasing neutron
energy, has been determined from a measurement in a
similar configuration where the 235U samples have been
dismounted from the chamber (see left panel in fig. 7).

5.2 Calculation of the cross-sections

The capture and fission cross-sections σn,x(En) are cal-
culated from the measured yield under the assumption
of the thin target approximation in which Yn,x(En) =
nat ·σn,x(En), where the equivalent thickness of the three

235U samples together is nat = 8.32 · 10−7 atoms/barn.
Thus, the experimental cross-section is determined as

σn,x(En) =
1

nat
· C(En) − B(En)
εTAC(n, x) · Φ(En) · FBIF

, (1)

where C(En) and B(En) are the total and background
counts, εTAC(n, x) is the detection efficiency (different for
fission and capture), Φ(En) is the incident neutron flux,
and FBIF is a scaling factor that corresponds to the frac-
tion of the incident beam (3.7 cm in diameter) intercepted
by the samples (2 cm in diameter). The latter, which is
similar for fission and capture, can be estimated from the
position of the sample and the knowledge on the beam
profile, but it is more accurately determined as the value
required for the calculated σ(n, f) to match the ENDF/B-
VII.0 evaluation, which is known within 1% in this en-
ergy range [16]. One can thus say that the measurement
is normalized to the ENDF/B-VII.0 fission cross-section
between 6 and 22 eV. In future measurements, the use of
samples with larger diameter will eliminate the need of
normalizing to an external reference (in this case the fis-
sion cross-section) because the full neutron beam will be
incident on the samples.

5.3 Cross-sections and comparison to evaluations

The measured capture and fission cross-sections are dis-
played together with the evaluations in the two up-
per panels of fig. 9, where the evaluated cross-sections
from ENDF/B-VII.0 (similar to all other evaluations) are
shown for comparison. The ratio between the resonance
integral of the capture and fission cross-sections obtained
in this work and those from the ENDF/B-VII.0 evalua-
tion are shown in the third panel. Last, the bottom panel
shows a comparison between the α values of this work and
those of the evaluations, where α is the ratio betwee the
capture and fission cross-sections (α = σγ/σf ).

The comparison between the measured and evaluated
cross-sections (two upper panels) shows an overall good
agreement between measurement and evaluation for both
types of reaction. Still at a qualitative level, one observes
the absence of contamination from fission in the capture
data and vice versa. The ratios displayed in the last two
panels indicates that the tagging of fission events as well as
the subtraction of the fission contribution, which includes
the scaling by the detection efficiency εMGAS(n, f), are
accurate. Considering that the data have been normal-
ized to the fission cross-section in the region of interest,
the good agreement in the absolute value of the capture
cross-section provides good evidence that the calculation
of the detection efficiency εTAC(n, γ) by Monte Carlo sim-
ulations is accurate.

The result shows that the combination of two efficient
fission and capture detectors, when taking care of the in-
terdependence with each other in the data analysis, allows
the extraction of fission and capture cross-sections of fis-
sile isotopes without ambiguity.
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Overall comparison of the results from this work and the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluated cross-sections. a,b) Ex-
perimental (red and blue histograms) and evaluated (black lines) capture and fission cross-sections. c,d) Ratio of measured and
evaluated resonance integrals and α (= σγ/σf ) ratios. The shaded areas in c) and d) indicate the region of agreement within ±3%.

6 Conclusions

The measurement of capture cross-sections of fissile iso-
topes is of utmost importance in the field of nuclear tech-
nology but it poses a challenge from the experimental
point of view: the γ-ray background emitted in fission re-
actions complicates the measurement of weaker γ-signals
associated with (n,γ) reactions. We have built and tested
a new set-up at the CERN n TOF facility that allowed
us to measure simultaneously neutron-induced fission and
capture reactions by combining a 4π Total Absorption
Calorimeter (TAC) with several MicroMegas (MGAS) de-
tectors loaded with a total of 3mg of 235U.

A detailed analysis of the measured data including the
optimization of the coincidence algorithm and the deter-
mination of the several detection efficiencies involved in
the process has confirmed the successful and unambiguous
identification of capture and fission events. The analysis of
the extracted capture and fission cross-sections shows that
the results are in good agreement with the ENDF/B-VII.0
evaluation in the energy region under study (6–22 eV).

In view of the present results, a new experimental cam-
paign is envisaged at n TOF for measuring capture cross-
sections of fissile isotopes such as 233,235U, 239,241Pu and
245Cm, always considering the very limited availability of
suitable samples. The first measurement using ∼ 30mg of
235U is scheduled for 2012 [17].
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